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2007-2010 Jeep Cherokee Installation Notes 

Model: EBL 
(See Drawing, reverse side) 

 
 
This Extendobed for your Jeep Cherokee is designed to mount into the recessed floor 
panel and is bolted directly to the floor.  
 
The Extendobed is shipped with the brackets unattached.  After the Extendobed is un-
crated, bolt the risers to the Anchor Frame of the unit, as shown on the opposite page.  
There are (8) 1¼”-1½" by ½” bolts for this purpose.  Note that the bracket with the 
notched base plate mounts at the rear of the vehicle to clear the spare tire release.  
Both brackets bolt on to extend toward the front of the vehicle. 
 
If the Extendobed assembly is too tall to clear the rear door for installation, simply 
extend the unit and with adequate man power simply pick the unit up and fit the Anchor 
Frame portion with the attached brackets into the vehicle first. 
 
To bolt the Extendobed to the floor of the vehicle, place the unit in the cargo area and 
make sure it fits with the seats up and the door closed.  The unit should be as close to 
the rear hatch as possible.  Extend the unit just far enough to access the riser closest to 
the back seats.  Double check for any interferences below the vehicle, and drill the 
holes through the floor (9/16" drill bit).  Place the ~14" long anchor plate below the floor 
and install two 2" by ½” bolts through the floor and into the Anchor Plate. 
 
Once the back end of the Extendobed is fastened, extend the unit and drill the holes at 
the floor of the vehicle.  It helps to drop the spare tire to bolt this end down.  Use the 
large ½” diameter washers, a lock washers, and nuts to bolt this end down. 
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